Interictal behavioral alterations and cerebrospinal fluid amino acid changes in a chronic seizure model of temporal lobe epilepsy.
This study extends our previous work in which we described the presence of an interictal behavioral disturbance in a chronic animal model of temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE). In this study, we investigated the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) neurotransmitter changes underlying the development of chronic recurrent seizures of temporal lobe origin and interictal behavioral disturbance in cats made epileptic after intrahippocampal injection of kainic acid (KA). Using high-performance liquid chromatography, we measured 22 putative neurotransmitter amino acids. After intrahippocampal KA injection, cats developed an initial acute period of intense seizure activity. Cisternal CSF amino acids, which were repeatedly sampled during the acute period through a permanent indwelling cannula, were unchanged apart from a mild elevation in CSF alanine. The high-level seizure activity gradually decreased, and cats entered a chronic epileptic period characterized by recurrent yet intermittent temporal lobe seizures. CSF GABA levels during the chronic epileptic period were significantly decreased. In contrast, CSF levels of other amino acids--alanine, tyrosine, taurine, aspartic acid, and glutamic acid--did not change significantly. Behavioral testing also showed a heightened interictal defensive reactivity during the chronic epileptic period. To the extent that CSF GABA concentration reflects brain GABA concentration, this study suggests that a decrease in brain GABA may contribute both to the epilepsy and interictal emotional lability of animals with a chronic seizure disorder of temporal lobe origin.